
PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE AND FUTURE CAREER

The programming language provides a great starting point for beginners. Talking about those who are looking for a
better job, you should.

Job opportunity: Huge! It contains readymade implementations of a large number of Machine Learning
algorithms along with sample datasets. The library support and speed of the language make it a popular choice
in the High-frequency trading community as well. Java is also widely used in Android App Development.
Scala tendency in popularity for the past 5 years: Rising Scala example code snippet:  Android Application
Development: We all have moved from Computers to smartphones. Almost any enterprise company which has
been into existence since a few decades uses Java as the programming language for its core backend systems.
The popularity of the language has been increasing year after year, so if your city has various IT companies
around, Elixir developers may be highly sought after. It is mainly used to create interactive web applications,
by using JavaScript frameworks such as React, Angular. Those who wish to join a Valley-based startup
specializing in core systems should master Golang. It has remained in high demand due to its performance,
reliability, and variety of contexts you can use it in. It also makes sense to focus on top programming
languages of the future if you intend to look for a job in near future. This opens up a huge opportunity for Java
developers given the fact that Google has created an excellent Java-based Android development framework
â€” Android Studio. In this blog post, we will try to identify some key domains of Computer Science which if
you can excel â€” you are guaranteed to get a good paying job. Ethereum was built in GO. Swift is generally
favored by developers, standing at 4 in the list of most loved languages for , after being 1 in  Java Java is
another popular choice in large organizations and it has remained so for decades. One of our guiding
principles is to fill the skill gap in the tech industry by creating a pool of talented and self-sufficient
developers. A large number of new startups and even large organizations are using Python as the primary
backend programming language. Becoming an expert in Python is unquestionably one of the best choices one
can make in as it will safeguard your future. Go is unique because it combines the best aspects of functional
and object-oriented programming, as well as featuring a valuable set of inbuilt development tools. Job
opportunity: Moderate! Gone are the days of pen and paper. On the other side, Artificial Intelligence and
Machine Learning are going to be future technologies. Advertisement Source: Swift You may not have heard
of Swift , but you for sure have used applications built with Swift. JavaScript knowledge feeds into plenty of
front-end frameworks such as Angular, React, Ember, Backbone, and others, as well as the Node. This is due
to the rise in the number of startups in the Fintech space that are deploying enterprise AI systems. Once you
learn Java programming and are comfortable with using the language, it will only be a matter of time before
you end up in a high-paying position as a Java developer. Now, having talked about Programming languages,
let us talk about the trending technologies in the market. Let us take a look at best Programming Languages to
learn in for a job and for future prospects: Python Python undoubtedly tops the list. If you wish to develop a
career in data analytics, these are the languages to learn. These days, many organizations, particularly startups,
are using NodeJS which is a JavaScript-based run-time environment. Swift tendency in popularity for the past
5 years: Steep up Swift example code snippet: 3. C Dating from , C pronounced C-sharp is a relatively new
programming language designed by Microsoft for a wide range of enterprise applications that run on the. Java
was developed by a Canadian computer scientist that used to work with Sun Microsystems, James Gosling. If
you are looking for that cool tech job at your favorite startup, you should seriously consider learning
JavaScript. Swift Swift is the programming language that is used to develop iOS applications. You are also
expected to know the concepts of Object Oriented Programming in and out. Just look around and count how
many web-enabled devices you can see. A crucial component for front-end development, the JavaScript is
making its presence felt in the rapidly changing world of the Internet of Things and even in some areas of
game development. Java is widely used for building enterprise-scale web applications. For instance, when you
click on a button which opens up a popup, the logic is implemented via JavaScript. But those who make it past
the learning curve probably enjoy a great career as open positions for Scala developers are definitely popping
up more and more. These frameworks are fast, reliable, secure and most importantly â€” they save a lot of
developer time since developers need not reinvent the wheel for the common functionality. The programming
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language provides a great starting point for beginners.


